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The DESK

In 2021 buy-side bond traders will see intensified competition between the big electronic 
marketplaces, while banks continue to cut costs and optimise their electronic trading 

channels. 
In Europe MiFID II’s efforts to create transparency have largely failed and we may see 

some change or even rollback to reporting requirements in the search for more meaningful 
analysis that investors can use. 

The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in the US has been shaping the 
credit and rates markets, based on guidance from the Fixed Income Market Structure and 
Advisory Committee (FIMSAC), and the clear gap in transparency and oversight that exists in 
the Treasury market.

As bond issuance soared over 2020, the newly launched DirectBooks offers to 
standardise and simplify new issuance from the sell-side, potentially taking a considerable processing burden off the desk of the 
buy-side trader. 

The market has learned that it can cope well with unprecedented operational disruption and volatility under the 2020 Covid-19 
Pandemic, but there are weaknesses – such as in the disparity between the liquidity provided to clients by daily dealing funds 
and ongoing decline of bank liquidity provision – which still need addressing. 

New trading models, increased use of all-to-all trading and portfolio trading, and new trading counterparties are offering some 
respite from these challenges. 

The DESK will keep traders up to date on new developments throughout the year as change offers opportunities to investors 
– and challenges to their trading desks.

 

Dan Barnes*
Managing Editor, The DESK 

*Winner “Journalist of the Year – Investor Services & Technology” in 2011, 2012, 2015 & 2017 and “Highly Commended” in 2014 
– State Street Institutional Press Awards.
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Our Audience

PRINT CIRCULATION DIGITAL CIRCULATION

11% – Others 

26% – Sell-side Banks & Brokers

63% – Buy-side Institutions

By Company Type

The DESK magazine is published 
quarterly and is estimated to reach over  

12,000 key decision makers  
across the globe*

5,500 quarterly print circulation*

The print magazine is also distributed 
at a growing number of trade events 

throughout the year where  
The DESK is a media partner.

*publisher’s statement. †Google analytics

6,000 unique visitors per month (up 62% 
year-on-year, rising to 11,819 in October 2020)†

12,950 unique visitors per month (up 73% 
year-on-year, rising to 22,205 in October 2020)†

GEOGRAPHIC BREAKDOWN

READERSHIP DEMOGRAPHIC

READERSHIP DEMOGRAPHIC

• Buy-side: Heads of Trading; Heads of Dealing; Portfolio Managers; 
Traders; Heads of Quantitative Strategy; C-Suite Executives; 
Heads of Compliance; Heads of Risk Management

• Sell-side: Traders; Credit/Rates Specialists; Heads of FI Risk;
Heads of Quantitative Strategy; eTrading; OTC Clearing & FI Prime 
Brokerage; OTC Derivatives Collateral & Repo

• Others: Consultancies; Infrastructure Providers, Solutions Vendors

By Job Title

The DESK is the  
Official Media Partner at the  

Fixed Income Leaders Summits 
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Editorial

As fixed income markets evolve in the US and Europe, we track the key changes through 
The DESK and fi-desk.com. We report on the way buy-side trading desks react. Movement 
of traders between firms, sell-side activity, and new technology across the cash and derivatives 
markets are covered in detail with supporting data.

The Trading Intentions Survey published in the Q1 issue looks at corporate bond trading 
platforms each year, following their use by the buy-side trading desks and which traders expect 
to join in the future. The risk of connecting to a platform that fails is too high; yet if innovation is 
not supported, liquidity challenges cannot be overcome.

In this rapidly changing environment The DESK does not publish a detailed forward calendar, 
but does provide a detailed quarterly synopsis ahead of each issue. If you would like to receive 
this update each quarter please send your request to:  
editorial@fi-desk.com

In addition to our own research data into trading intentions, each issue will feature these 
core topics:
• Rates (Government & Municipal Bonds)
• Credit (Corporate Bonds)
• Derivatives
• Securities Financing
• Technology

ON THE DESK PROFILES FROM 2020
In each issue of The DESK we conduct a number of exclusive interviews with the men and 
women shaping the future of fixed income trading.

The DESK SCHEDULE 2021

Issue Copy deadline Publication date Event distribution*

Q1 2021 19 February 26 March • FILS EM – New York

Q2 2021 7 May 11 June • FILS USA – Nashville
Q3 2021 3 September 8 October • FILS APAC – Singapore

• FILS Europe – Barcelona

Q4 2021 20 November 14 December

The DESK’s coverage and distribution is driven by current events and market news and therefore we reserve the right to change any element of 
our coverage without prior warning.

*The DESK is the principal media partner at WBR’s Fixed Income Leaders Summits (FILS) across the globe, but at the time of writing, due to 
the Covid-19 pandemic, we are awaiting news of the dates and format of these events for 2021.

On the DESK | Stuart Campbell | BlueBay Asset Management
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Stuart Campbell: 
Outperformance 
and auto‑execution
Leading the charge into electronic trading, Stuart Campbell tells 
The DESK how he has set up his team to prevail.

n Stuart Campbell is head of trading at BlueBay 
Asset Management leading a global team of 11 
specialist fixed income traders. He began his trading 
career in 1997 with Deutsche Morgan Grenfell before 
joining Invesco in 2001 as a senior portfolio manager 
and head of fixed income trading for the institutional 
business in London. In 2014 he joined BlueBay 
and has a keen focus on improving workflows to 
free traders to pursue alpha opportunities. He is a 
regular contributor to industry think-tanks including 
Alphatrader, Q15, the Investment Association (IA) and 
Fixed Income Leaders Summits (FILS).

Q4 2019
Stuart Campbell, 
BlueBay Asset Management

Q1 2020
Matt McLoughlin,  

Liontrust Asset Management 

On the DESK | Matt McLoughlin | Liontrust Asset Management
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The trading team 
built for growth
Matt McLoughlin, partner and head of trading at Liontrust Asset 
Management, explains why expanding trading capabilities to 
match AUM and asset class growth needs careful thought.

n Matt McLoughlin is a partner and head of trading at Liontrust Asset 
Management, the specialist fund manager with £19 billion assets under 
management. He manages execution across asset classes. He started 
his career in the UK government’s economic and finance ministry, 
HM Treasury, before moving to AIG Investments, where he managed 
fixed income funds. He then spent six years as a senior trader at 
hedge fund RAB Capital before moving to Legal & General Investment 
Management where he traded global equities and derivatives. In 2015 
he moved to Liontrust to run the trading desk. Matt is also a director of 
the Plato Partnership and a member of the UK Investment Association’s 
Buyside Trading Committee.

On the DESK | Lynn Challenger | UBS Asset Management

14 The DESK | Q2 2020

n Lynn Challenger is global head of trading and order 
generation at UBS Asset Management and O’Connor, 
having joined the firm in 2016 from Bridgewater 
Associates, where he was head of execution trading. 
He has previously held roles across the buy- and 
sell-side including managing director of global trading 
at Mellon Capital Management and Director of FX 
Options Trading at Dresdner Kleinwort, having started 
trading at Swiss Bank in 1991. He has a BA in Business 
Administration and Management, Finance and 
Accounting from the University of California, Berkeley.

my lockdown workspace

UBS laptop

On the DESK | Lynn Challenger | UBS Asset Management
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Lynn Challenger: Riding 
out historical volatility
UBS AM’s trading team is designed to engage by choice, not necessity, 
allowing it to move in heavily directional markets for the advantage of investors.

my son’s TV

my daughter’s 
laptop

noise cancelling 
headphones

my iPad

Q2 2020
Lynn Challenger,  
UBS Asset Management 

Q3 2020
Louise Drummond,  

Aberdeen Standard Investments

On the DESK | Louise Drummond | Aberdeen Standard

18 The DESK | Q3 2020

Honesty, trust 
and common sense
As global head of investment execution at Aberdeen Standard, 
Louise Drummond has risen through the ranks to become an 
industry leader and ambassador for the buy-side trader.

n Louise Drummond was appointed Global Head of Investment Execution 
at Aberdeen Standard Investments January 2020, where she leads a team 
of 60 globally in the UK, United States and Asia across all asset classes. 

She joined Aberdeen Standard Investments (ASI) as a result of the 
merger between Aberdeen Asset Management and Standard Life in 
August 2017, having previously been Co-Head of Investment Execution 
at Aberdeen Asset Management where she joined from SWIP in 2014. 
Prior to joining SWIP as head of fixed income and FX trading, Drummond 
worked for Charles Stanley Sutherlands, where she was a director. She 
has also worked on the sell-side for Bank of Montreal, Merrill Lynch and 
JP Morgan Asset Management. 

She is a member of the Investment Management Committee and other 
committees at ASI, and represents Aberdeen Standard at many industry 
bodies. She sponsors ASI Balance Network which promotes an inclusive 
working environment of equality for all genders.  

On the DESK | Louise Drummond | Aberdeen Standard
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Marketing Opportunities

Our aim is to provide a trusted channel for our clients to gain access to their target market. This 
can be achieved in a number of ways:

Display Advertising
The DESK magazine is mailed to 5,500 named individuals and has an estimated reach of over 
12,000 key decision makers and trading professionals across the industry. As media partner at 
key trade events, this reach is further extended in select editions of the magazine. 

Viewpoint – Thought Leadership
Print is still the ideal medium to display thought leadership. Even with the shift in people’s 
reading habits, the time spent on mobile apps or the web is qualitatively different to the time 
spent reading print publications. For that reason we are strong advocates of running thought 
leadership pieces in our magazine, but mirrored online to cater for all our readers. 

Industry Viewpoint – Corporate Statement
When display advertising is not enough. New product or service news, or a detailed 
announcement that needs a 500 or 1,000 word in-depth explanation – with the option of 
carrying charts and diagrams – is best served by a Corporate Statement.

Fixed Income Leaders Summits (FILS)
The DESK has been the official media partner at the Fixed 
Income Leaders Summits (Live 2018 & 2019 and Virtual 2020) 
and conditions allowing, we hope to enjoy extra distribution 
and client visibility at these events again in 2021. The DESK 
hopes to publish the FILS daily reports for FILS 2021 in both 
Europe and the USA. In association with WBR, the conference 
organiser, we will be reporting on proceedings at the events and 
publishing three newsletters (pre-event, on-site and post-event 
wrap-up editions), which will offer a variety of highly targeted 
marketing opportunities. 

The FILS reports are distributed both in print and digitally via 
email to all registered delegates, with news content available 
online as a microsite within fi-desk.com.

Directory
Each issue of The DESK carries a print directory, providing a 150-word listing and company 
contact details for all our participating clients.

Digital Banner Advertising
We offer a variety of online advertising opportunities on fi-desk.com, to 
further extend the reach of your marketing message.

The DESK Newsletter
Since mid-2020 we have been publishing our weekly Newsletter each 
Friday. Sponsorship and advertising opportunities are available on request.

MARKETING PACKAGES
At The DESK we understand that clients are looking for a marketing exposure that goes well 
beyond straightforward advertising. We are therefore able to offer a limited number of marketing 
packages to include the following items:
• An article of two or more pages. Depending on content, this can either be an expert 

opinion (Viewpoint) or a product/service history and description (Off-the-shelf), written in 
collaboration with our editorial team; or a corporate statement (Industry Viewpoint) including 
logo and contact details;

• A PDF of your article on publication for your own marketing use (with accreditation);
• A full page advertisement in a prime position;
• A directory listing;
• 50 free copies of the publication.
Total package cost of £16,485 for two editions or £26,730 for participation in four editions.

The DESK | Q2 2020 35

Viewpoint | Liquidity | Byron Cooper-Fogarty

Neptune’s streaming of dealer axes continues 
to grow in value to buy-side traders and the 
wider investment function. March’s sell-off 

saw accuracy in bond pricing reduce considerably 
in many electronic venues and consequently dealer 
axes became more relied upon.

Byron Cooper-Fogarty, CEO of Neptune 
tells The DESK how engagement with users is 
evolving, and what advantages that is conferring 
on the asset management community, and their 
broker-dealers.

What do you think the recent market turmoil 
tells us about electronic trading?
It showed that technology is needed to support 
trading relationships. People who proclaim that 
fixed income has finally moved to the digital age 
from the relationship age, are probably missing the 
point. The fact that you do a lot of smaller trades 
electronically does not mean that you are going to 
walk away from the major relationships you have 
built up over decades. 

How were firms using Neptune in the crisis? 
When you have a one-sided market such as in 
March and April, through Neptune, traders and 
PMs were able to find which dealers had recently 
been active on the side they wanted, enabling 
them to find and build meaningful conversations 
with dealers. They may not have had that 

conversation if it wasn’t for the data that was 
flowing through to them and directly into their 
systems. When the lockdown happened, dealers 
were something like 70% to 80% offered versus 
bid. Trying to find bids for things was almost 
impossible, but again Neptune allowed them 
to have meaningful engagement and try to get 
something done. 

What feedback did you get during the volatility? 
The feedback we got during March and April was 
positive both from buy-side trader users as well as 
portfolio managers. Neptune was able to give them 
insights that they hadn’t been able to get during 
market turmoil in the past. We were affected like 
anyone; the dealers obviously don’t supply as much 
data or liquidity during a crisis, and understandably 
so. Nonetheless, that connectivity and the ability 
for traders and portfolio managers to get trading 
information and insight into their core workflow 
tools, proved invaluable. When that information is 
part of the investment process, it allows them to 
readily make more informed decisions. 

How does the increased scope of use affect 
your offering?
It is a major reason why we are more embedded 
within major buy-side firms across the UK, Europe, 
and the US. Around one third of clients are 
connected through the application programming 

Seeing through 
the pricing mirage
Traders and PMs found real value in using axes over onscreen prices 
during the recent liquidity crisis.

When market conditions change, both 
price transparency and liquidity are 
affected; traders need to optimise their 

access to price and liquidity data. That can mean 
increasing access to available data, or enhancing 
the analytics used to support risk and investment 
processes.

How do market conditions affect transparency 
demands? 
There is always as strong demand for 
transparency – the fixed income market has a lot of 
bonds which trade infrequently, so any data point 
you can get is in demand, whatever the market 
conditions. 

When market conditions are more stressed, 
it becomes more important to discover as many 
data points as you can, to try and understand 
the appropriate level for trading. A bifurcation can 
occur in crisis situations, whereby you might see a 
lot more transparency in bonds that are suddenly 
very active. You may see a string of information 
because there is a lot of activity, and therefore it 
becomes safe for us to publish it under our rules. 

But you may also see the opposite effect. 
Liquidity can dry up and it becomes harder to find 
any price point. So, there isn’t a straightforward 
reaction. The key argument for a consolidated tape 
is to counter that problem. 

As firms make prices how does their need for 
transparency change?
We can see more firms becoming price makers on 
our platforms. I am confident that correlates nicely 
with the availability of more data. It’s hard to make 
prices without data. In the crisis earlier this year, we 
saw a step up in the number of participants on our 
all-to-all platform making prices, Open TradingTM. 
We have seen them stay, and that is not possible 
without access to the kind of data to work out 
where to price.

Do you need a critical mass of data before you 
are confident enough to make a price?
That’s got to be the case. In practice, the biggest 
barrier to price making is not so much access to 
information, because you can get that, it’s having 
the time to calculate where the market is, and 

Changing liquidity 
conditions will impact 
the need for data
Data demands change as liquidity ebbs and flows, creating risks for buy-side 
traders as they seek to use more data to support their activity and increased 
levels of automation. Jason Waight, Head of Regulatory Affairs, Europe at 
MarketAxess outlines the challenges to The DESK.
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Industry viewpoint | Data challenges | MarketAxess
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Viewpoint | Liquidity | Byron Cooper-Fogarty
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Industry viewpoint | Data challenges | MarketAxess

“Transparency and liquidity clearly support 
each other up to a point. There is a balance 
whereby there is enough liquidity to support 
transparency, the point at which people are 
comfortable taking risk and there is enough 
information to make prices. But clearly at 
one point on the curve the correlation might 
invert, and too much transparency prevents 
people from taking risk.”
Jason Waight, MarketAxess

14 The DESK | Q3 2020

The Agency Broker Hub | A history | Gherardo Lenti Capoduri

A broker is universally 
recognised as an 

independent party, whose 
services are used extensively 
across industries, not only 
in finance. A broker’s prime 
responsibility is to bring buyers 
and sellers together as the 
third-person facilitator of a trade. 
Brokers may represent either the 
seller or the buyer, but generally 
not both at the same time and 
at the same price. Brokers are 
almost always necessary for the 
purchase and sale of financial 
instruments. They are expected 
to have the tools and resources 
to reach the largest possible 
base of buyers and sellers 
across a broad range of global 
financial markets. Brokerage 
firms are generally subject to 
regulation based on the type of 
brokerage and jurisdictions in 
which they operate.

Stock brokerage firms have 
been an established feature of 
the financial industry for nearly 
one thousand years. As an 
institutionalised profession it 
dates back to the 2nd Century 
BC in Rome. However, after 
the collapse of the Roman 
Empire, the profession remained 

obsolete until the European 
Renaissance. During the 
eleventh century, the French 
began regulating and trading 
agricultural debts on behalf 
of the banking community, 
creating the first brokerage 
system. In the 1300s, houses 
were set up in major cities like 
Flanders and Amsterdam in 
which commodity traders would 
hold meetings. Soon, Venetian 
and Genoese brokers began to 
trade in government securities, 
expanding the importance of 
the firms. In 1602, the Dutch 
East India Company released 
the first publicly traded stocks 
through the Amsterdam Stock 
Exchange and started to issue 
stocks as a means to spread 
the investing costs and risks. 
Owing to the law of private 
property rights indoctrinated in 
the Dutch Empire, the profession 
of stockbroking flourished.

At the end of the 17th 
Century, the London Stock 

Exchange came into existence, 
and almost a hundred years 
later, in 1792, the New York 
Stock Exchange was formed 
and various firms like Morgan 
Stanley and Merrill Lynch 
came into existence to assist 
in the brokering of stocks and 
securities. The firms limited 
themselves to researching and 
trading stocks for investment 
groups and individuals. India and 
Asia saw its first Stock Exchange 
the Bombay Stock Exchange, 
open in 1875.

During the 1900s, stock 
brokerage firms began to 
move in the direction of market 
makers. A broker-dealer is a 
broker that transacts for its own 
account, in addition to facilitating 
transactions for clients. They 
adopted the policy of quoting 
both the buying and selling price 
of a security.

Before Wall Street was ‘Wall 
Street’, there was a buttonwood 
tree. And on 17 May, 1792, 

The Agency 
Brokerage: Ten 
centuries of evolution
In the first of a new column focused on agency 
brokerage, reporting on the impact of market trends, 
technology and regulation, we look at the history of 
the broker. 

By Gherardo Lenti Capoduri, Head of Market Hub, 
Intesa Sanpaolo – IMI Corporate & Investment Banking
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The Agency Broker Hub | A history | Gherardo Lenti Capoduri

twenty-four prominent brokers gathered around 
the tree to sign its namesake agreement. The 
Buttonwood Agreement marked the birth of the 
organised financial market in the US, setting the 
standard commission at 0.25% and paving the 
way for the modern broker, an individual with the 
sole purpose of facilitating financial instrument 
transactions.

The invention of the telegraph in 1844, the 
transatlantic cable in 1866, and the telephone in 
1876 revolutionised communication all over the 
world and opened new doors of opportunity for 
financial institutions.

These new technologies sparked more efficient 
and immediate communication between markets, 
allowing for more apt pricing by increased market 
size and available information.

Five years after the stock market crash of 1929, 
President Roosevelt’s administration enacted a 
new set of laws regulating trades within the stock 
market in an effort to curb future financial crises.

Born out of the belief that reckless practices 
within the financial industry caused the crash, the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 created a new 
regulatory body, the Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC), to promote transparency, 
accuracy, and fairness while curtailing fraud within 
the industry.

More recent brokerage history has been 
characterised by a rapid globalisation of financial 
markets, financial democratisation and financial 
culture spread wide. On one side we saw the 
creation of massive financial institutions, global 
brokers, that valued, held, sold, insured, and 
invested in securities while on the other side were 
smaller regional brokers taking control of smaller 
financial clients and individual investor accounts, 

“The Buttonwood Agreement marked 
the birth of the organised financial 
market in the US, setting the standard 
commission at 0.25% and paving the 
way for the modern broker.”

Viewpoint
Industry Viewpoint

The Agency Broker Hub
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Rate Card & Contacts

ADVERTISING RATES

Display Ads: Cost per Insertion x1 x2 x3 x4

Full Page £5,940 £5,495 £5,049 £4,455 

Half Page £3,465 £3,205 £2,946 £2,598 

Double Page £9,900 £9,158 £8,415 £7,425 

Inside Front £8,910 £8,241 £7,574 £6,683 

Inside Front DPS £11,385 £10,531 £9,678 £8,538 

Inside Back £6,435 £5,952 £5,469 £4,827 

Outside Back £9,900 £9,158 £8,415 £7,425 

Guaranteed positions +15%

Approved agency rate 10%

Corporate statements As per ad rates

Viewpoint/Off-the-shelf Only available to multiple insertion bookings at a 
surcharge of 50% to the applicable page rate

Digital Banner Advertising 1 month 3 months 6 months 12 months

MPU – Mid Page Unit (300x250px) £945 £2,550 £4,823 £9,075 

Leaderboard (728x90px) £1,125 £3,038 £5,708 £10,733 

Directory listing £300 per entry or £1,000 for four entries

Subscription £135 / $225 per annum

Rates are in £ sterling – prevailing US dollar and euro rates apply at the time of booking (based 
on the spot rate +3%). Additional charges apply for non-standard materials. All rates are 
exclusive of VAT, which will be charged at the appropriate rate, where applicable. 

Cancellations: Space reservations cannot be cancelled except a the discretion of the publisher. 
All accepted cancellations revert to rate card and are liable to a 30% fee.

MECHANICAL DATA

Specifications Size Width Height

Full Page Trim Size 170mm 225mm

Bleed Size 176mm 231mm

Type Area 145mm 195mm

Half Page Horizontal* 145mm 95mm

Vertical* 70mm 195mm

Double Page Supply as two single pages. If text runs 
across gutter, allow at least 12mm text 
gap for gutter on both pages.

*Bleed option possible on request

Printing requirements: We require digital files supplied as PDFs. No liability for colour variance 
will be accepted unless reference proofs are also provided.

The PDF should be output to PPA Pass4Press standards (a set of best practice guidelines 
that focus on the complete workflow). For more detailed instructions we recommend you visit 
the PPA website where guides and plug-ins are available as free downloads for most operating 
platforms: https://www.ppa.co.uk/resource/pass4press-download

CONTACTS
Editor Dan Barnes | dan.barnes@fi-desk.com | +44 (0)7949 634842
Publisher Ian Rycott | ian.rycott@fi-desk.com | +44 (0)7800 913005
Sales Director Scott Galvin | scott.galvin@fi-desk.com | +44 (0)20 8017 1734
Magazine Production production@fi-desk.com
Subscriptions subscriptions@fi-desk.com
Address The DESK, Markets Media Europe Ltd 
 Suite D, The Business Centre, Faringdon Avenue,  
 Romford RM3 8EN, UK 
 +44 (0)20 8017 1734 
 www.fi-desk.com
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